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ABSTRACT
A new method for computing form-factors within a progressive radiosity approach is presented. Previously, the progressive radiosity approach has depended on the use of the
hemi-cube algorithm to determine form-factors. However,
sampling problems inherent in the hemi-cube algorithm limit
its usefulness for complex images. A more robust approach
is described in which ray tracing is used to perform the
numerical integration of the form-factor equation. The
approach is tailored to provide good, approximate results for
a low number of rays, while still providing a smooth continuum of increasing accuracy for higher numbers of rays.
Quantitative comparisons between analytically derived formfactors and ray traced form-factors are presented.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: 1.3.3 [Computer
Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation - Display algorithms.
1.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics
and Realism
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: radiosity, ray tracing,
progressive refinement, distributed ray tracing, global illumination.

INTRODUCTION
The synthesis of realistic images requires the evaluation of a
shading model which simulates the propagation of light
within an environment. To obtain images quickly, local shading models are often used in which shading is computed
based only on direct illumination by the light sources. Realistic shading, however, requires the use of a global illumination model, in which secondary illumination provided by light
reflected from other surfaces and the shadowing of one surface by another are taken into account.
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In recent years much work has been applied to methods for
evaluating the Lambertian diffuse illumination model. For
Lambertian diffuse reflection, the intensity of light reflected
by a surface is given by:

Io., = p f I , . ( O ) c o s 0 d,~

(1)

2w

where

Io~

= intensity of reflected light
p = diffuse reflectMty
0 = angle between surface normal and incoming
direction O
Ii,(O) = intensity of light arriving from direction O

For local illumination models, the evaluation of this equation
is straightforward, since the incoming light, 1~, arrives only
from the light sources. However, for a global illumination
model the problem is more difficult, since incoming light may
arrive via secondary reflection from any surface visible to the
point to be shaded. Evaluation is recursive, since the light
arriving from other surfaces depends in turn on light arriving
at those surfaces.
Several approaches to solving this problem have been
developed. One direction has been to extend conventional ray
tracing using a monte carlo solution of the integral equation
[7][8][20][13][19][17]. Radiosity methods derived from the
field of radiative heat transfer have also been applied successfully [10][4][16][5]. The radiosity method has the attractive
characteristic of providing a view-independent solution.
Hence, once the solution has been performed, a hardware
renderer can be used to display the scene from changing
viewpoints at interactive rates.
Despite the advantage of view independence the radiosity
method was, until recently, considered impractical for scenes
of high complexity. Both the time and storage costs of the
algorithm were O (n 2) (where n is the number of surfaces).
However, the performance of the radiosity method has been
greatly improved through the use of a progressive refinement
strategy that provides good images early in the solution process [6].
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In the progressive radiosity algorithm, illumination is computed one step at a time. A t each step, the reflected or emitted illumination provided by a single surface is distributed to
all the other surfaces. The determination of where the
illumination fails in the scene is accomplished using the
hemi-cube algorithm, in which the scene is scan converted
from the point of view of the surface providing illumination.
In effect, light is shot out from the source in a predefined
uniform set of directions to land where it may in the environment. Although the overall progressive radiosity approach
provides an important improvement over previous radiosity
methods for graphics, the use of the hemi-cube to determine
illumination suffers inherently from aliasing and undersampling, particularly as the scene complexity increases.
In this p a p e r a new progressive radiosity algorithm is
described in which ray tracing is used to determine the distribution of illumination from each primary or secondary
source. The process of determining illumination can then be
turned around; instead of shooting light out from the source
in the uniform directions determined by the hemi-cube pixels,
the new algorithm samples the illumination source from the
point of view of each of the other surfaces in the environment. Illumination is determined at exactly those points for
which shading is desired, and problems of inadequate sampiing and aliasing are reduced.
In addition to improving illumination sampling, ray tracing
provides new directions for broadening the scope and
increasing the efficiency of radiosity. Examples include:
•

non-physical light sources (e.g., point lights,
unattenuated lights)

•

shadow testing against exact geometries

•

ability to turn shadows on or off on a surface by
surface basis

•

continuous shading of curved surfaces modeled by
independent polygonal facets

•

shadows due to semi-transparent surfaces (filters)

Several of these features are illustrated in the results section.
The new algorithm was developed as part of a software package providing photorealism extensions to Hewlett-Packard's
Starbase graphics interface. T h e development of this package
demanded that all the primitives, attributes and other 3D
graphics functionality provided by Starbase, a typical graphics
interface, b e supported for radiosity.
T h e next section of this paper reviews the basic progressive
radiosity algorithm and the inherent problems arising from
the use of the hemi-cube in a progressive algorithm. The
third section provides a solution to these problems in the
form of a ray tracing algorithm for evaluating form-factors,
the central step of the new progressive radiosity approach.
Results are presented in the fourth section.
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PROGRESSIVE RADIOSITY
T h e radiosity approach computes
by solving a system of equations
of the energy leaving each surface
other surface. The energy leaving

diffuse global illumination
expressing the dependence
on that arriving from every
a surface is given by:

n

n~

= E~, + p,~B/jfj,

(z)

j=t
where
Bi = radiosity of surface i (energy p e r unit area)

Ai = area of surface i
Ei = emitted energy p e r unit area
p~ = reflectivity of surface i
Bj = radiosity of surface j
A j = area of surface j
Fji = form-factor from surface j to surface i

The form-factor, Fji, gives the fraction of energy leaving surface j that arrives at a second surface i.
A n equation of this form exists for every surface in the scene.
The resulting.system of simultaneous equations can be solved
using iterative techniques to determine the surface radiosities.
A final shading calculation then uses these surface radiosities
to determine the radiosity at the vertices of smaller polygonal
elements into which the surfaces have been subdivided. Following the radiosity solution, G o u r a u d interpolation based on
the element vertex radiosities can b e used to render smoothly
shaded images.
Unfortunately, forming the matrix prior to the solution
requires determining and saving the form-factor between
each surface and every other surface, a process that is O (n 2)
both in time and m e m o r y (where n is the number of surfaces). The progressive radiosity approach overcomes this
difficulty by solving the radiosity equations in a series of
steps. The solution proceeds as follows:
do until converged
Select surface with greatest reflected a n d / o r
emitted energy
Compute form-factors from that surface to all
surface elements in environment
Based on form-factors, add contribution from source
surface to radiosity of each element
The form-factors from the source surface to the receiving
elements are computed using the hemi-cube algorithm [4], in
which all elements are projected, scan converted and zbuffered onto the five faces of a hemi-cube positioned at the
source surface. In the early steps, the source surfaces chosen
will be the light emitters since other surfaces will have as yet
received very little illumination. Subsequent steps will select
secondary sources, starting with those surfaces that received
the most light directly from the light sources, and so on.
Since each solution step updates the radiosity of all surfaces,
the increasingly accurate result can be displayed following

~

each step. An estimated ambient term derived from the
known energy yet to be distributed can be added to improve
the image. Useful images can thus be produced very early in
the solution process. There are, however, inherent problems
in using a hemi-cube placed at the source surface to determine form-factors. These problems will be discussed in the
next section, following a brief discussion of some related
approaches.
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produced is statistically uneven.
Chattopadhyay [3] also describes a shading algorithm in
which ray tracing from the primary light sources is used to
determine the direct iUumination of diffuse surfaces, which
are then treated as secondary light sources for a radiosity
solution. The final image is determined by conventional ray
tracing.
Limitations of the Hemi-cube

SHOOTING ALGORITHMS
In the progressive radiosity algorithm, the hemi-cube can be
pictured as "shooting" light out from the source surface on
which it is placed. The pixels of the hemi-cube determine a
uniform point sampling of the environment as seen from the
source. The form-factor from the source to a receiving surface, and thus the energy it receives, depends on the summed
effect of any sample points that "landed" on the surface.
The usual strategy for determining shading in computer
graphics is to follow the path of light from the eye into the
scene, thus avoiding the consideration of light that doesn't
reach the eye. Ray tracing and its derivatives distributed ray
tracing and path tracing are classic examples of this
approach. However, such methods do not have information
about where in the scene to look for important sources of
light, other than the light emitters themselves. Hence, for a
diffuse surface, much sampling may be expended on directions from which little energy turns out to arrive.
By starting at the emitters and at each step sending into the
environment the light from the source of greatest reflected or
emitted energy, the progressive radiosity algorithm continually has information about where energy arrives from. Attention can thus be focused on the most important sources of
illumination. Even very small secondary sources that happen
to reflect a great deal of light will be detected, a very difficult
case when working entirely from the eye, as pointed out by
Ward [19].
Several shading methods previous to progressive radiosity
have noted the possible advantages of working from the point
of view of the source. In an early experiment by Appel shading was determined by shooting random rays from the light
source into the scene, with the density of hits on a surface
representing the shading value [1]. This approach was abandoned because of the large number of rays required to get
smooth results.
Arvo [2] describes an algorithm for determining the secondary illumination of diffuse surfaces by light reflected or
refracted by specular surfaces. Rays are shot from a point
light source, refracted and reflected by specular surfaces,
until they finally land on a diffuse surface. The diffusely
reflected portion of the ray's energy is recorded on an illumination map for the surface, that is, a grid mapped parametrically to the surface. The incoming energy is gathered to the
vertices of the grid, which then provide diffuse shading values
during a conventional ray tracing rendering of the scene.
Arvo points out that "illumination rays must be many times
as dense as the grid points" [2]. Otherwise, the shading

As noted by both Appel and Afro, the foremost difficulty
with the shooting approach is uneven and inadequate sampiing. For the hemi-cube, a surface that is large in the image
may, when viewed from the light, be small enough to fall
between the hemi-cube pixels. Such a surface will receive no
illumination (figure 1). In addition, since the hemi-cube is a
uniform sampling method, it will produce aliasing. The shadhag of a fine grid of small polygons will show a distinct plaid
pattern if the polygons are small enough to alias on the
hemi-cube (figure 2.) Increasing the resolution of the hemicube to reduce these effects becomes expensive and, in any
case, can never guarantee adequate sampling for all polygons.
Source

~

hemicube
~

A

/

Figure 1. Determining form-factors from a source to receiving surfaces A, B and C using a hemi-cube placed
at the source. Surface C incorrectly receives no
illumination.
A second difficulty with the use of the hemi-cube for progressive radiosity is that sources are normally surfaces with area.
Performing a single hemi-cube at a source surface is
equivalent to reducing that source to a point. To approximate an area source, hemi-cubes must be performed at
several points on the surface. However, the number of points
necessary for a good approximation depends on how close
the source is to the surface it illuminates. Using the hemicube, the number of points representing the source area will
be the same for all receiving surfaces, since all surfaces are
projected onto each hemi-cube.
Finally, a hemi-cube placed on a source can only determine
form-factors to receiving surfaces with finite areas (the elements), not to point receivers (i.e., differential surface areas).
Thus the radiosities at the element vertices, which are used
to actually render the final image, cannot be determined
directly. The radiosity at each vertex must be determined by
317
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Figure 2. a) Aliasing due to uniform sampling imposed by

Figure 3. a) Aliasing does not occur when illumination is

the hemi-cube. A surface subdhdded into 11 by 13
elements is illuminated by a light source, b) The
regular hemi-cube sampling pattern interacts with
the regular receMng grid to generate aliasing.

computed directly at the vertices of the elements,
as shown schematically in b).

averaging the radiosity of the elements surrounding it. This
introduces an additional level of imprecision and is a particular problem when shading curved surfaces approximated by
independent polygonal facets. Continuity of shading across
such surfaces is normally ensured by calculating shading
directly at the facet vertices using the true surface normal, as
in G o u r a u d shading [11].

AN IMPROVED PROGRESSIVE RADIOSITY SOLUTION
Clearly, the benefits of following light from the emitters provided by progressive radiosity are worth preserving. Fortunately, the problems described in the previous section are
not fundamental to the progressive algorithm. They originate
from the fact that form-factors are determined by viewing the
scene from the source to see what surfaces are visible in a
uniform set of directions.
What is ignored by this approach is that the points at which
shading must ultimately be determined are the element vertices. It is the shading at these vertices that will be used when
images of the environment are finally rendered. All of the
problems just described may be eliminated by determining
the illumination of these vertices directly.
T h e new approach to progressive radiosity proceeds as follows. A s before, at each solution step the surface with the
most reflected a n d / o r emitted energy to contribute to the
environment is treated as the source surface. Instead of performing a hemi-cube at this source, each element vertex in
the scene is then visited and a form-factor is computed from
the source surface to the vertex by shooting rays from the
vertex to sample points on the source.
This eliminates the sampling problems inherent in the hemicube approach, since illumination is guaranteed to b e computed at every vertex (figure 3). Since the form-factors are
computed independently at each vertex, each form-factor may
be computed to any desired accuracy. The number of sample
points on the source may vary from one vertex to the next,
thus allowing area sources to be approximated as accurately
as desired. Furthermore, the true surface normal at the vertex may be used, thus solving the problem of continuous
318

shading of independent surface facets.
The use of ray tracing to point sample source-to-vertex
form-factors is the key development in the new algorithm.

A Ray Tracing Algorithm For Computing Form-Factors
Ray tracing has already been used as a m e t h o d for determining form-factors [14][15]. In each of these works, form factors
between a surface and one or m o r e other surfaces are determined by tracing rays outwards from the surface in directions
distributed over the entire hemisphere above the surface. No
knowledge about the energy arriving from other surfaces is
available at the time form-factors are computed. Thus, there
is no opportunity for concentrating sampling effort on surfaces that will have the most effect on the illumination of the
point.
In progressive radiosity, the p r o b l e m to b e solved at each
solution step is m o r e restricted, since the surface with the
most energy to emit or reflect into the environment is known.
F o r each element vertex in the scene it is only necessary to
determine the form-factor from the single source surface to
the vertex (more rigorously, a differential area located at the
vertex).
In what follows, a technique for numerically integrating the
form-factor equation using ray tracing is derived. The
development of this technique was driven by the constraint
that it provide good, approximate results for a low number of
rays, while allowing increasingly accurate results for higher
numbers of rays.
The derivation begins with the equation for the form-factor
from differential area dA 1 to a differential area dA 2 (figure
4a) [18]:

dFdR1 - d R

cos01 cos02
2

--

~

(3)

,Trr 2

where
0x = angle between normal at dA 1 and direction to dA 2
angle between normal at dA 2 and direction to dA 1
r = distance between the areas
0 2 ~-

@ ~
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For the form-factor to a finite area A 2 equation 3 must be
integrated over the finite area:

Fa"II'A2 = fa2

cos01 cos02
dA2
fftr2

(4)

r

01

This integral can be solved analytically for simple configurations, but in general it must be evaluated numerically.
r

Numerical integration may be accomplished in a straightforward manner by approximating the integral as the sum of
form-factors computed for smaller regions of area ALl 2 (figure 4b):

'~d.4 t
(a)

(b)

(5)

Figure 5. a) Configuration for form-factor between disk and
differential area facing each other on parallel
planes, b) Configuration for approximate formfactor between arbitrarily oriented disk and differential area.

However, equation 5 breaks down if A,,l 2 is large relative to
the distance; as r becomes less than one, AA 2 must shrink
correspondingly, or the result grows without bound.

the form-factor from a disk source to a differential area
receiver (figure 5a) can be obtained:

FaAi.A2 = ~
i= 1

C°S01i c°s02/ Z~k,zl2
'1TFi2

To limit the subdivision of the source and thus the cost of
computing form-factors while avoiding the difficulty of equation 5, the delta areas are treated explicitly as finite areas.
A n equation for the form-factor from finite delta areas can
be obtained by approximating each delta area by a simple finite geometry for which an analytical solution is available.

•

dA2

(9)

~-~ dA 1 cos01 cos02 / ( qrr 2 +" A 2 )

A further approximation is to assume that the area is disk
shaped. The accuracy of this approximation depends, of
course, on the area's actual shape. A study of the effects of
these approximations is presented in the results section.

U r,
(b)

Figure 4. a) Form-factor from differential area 1 to differential area 2. b) Numerical integration of form-factor
from differential area 1 to finite area 2.
Analytical solutions for a variety of configurations can be
found in the literature [18][12]. Because of its simplicity, a
disk has been chosen as the finite area upon which to base
the approximation. The form-factor from a differential area
dA l to a directly opposing receiving disk of area A 2 and
radius a is given by:

To evaluate the form-factor from a general source to a vertex, the source is divided into delta areas. The form-factor
due to each delta area is computed using equation 9. Occlusion is tested by shooting a single ray from t.he receiving vertex to the center of the delta area on the source. This ray is
a simple shadow ray, in other words, it provides only a yes or
no answer to the question of whether anything is intersected.
I n further discussion, this will be referred to as sampling the
source, and rays will be said to be shot from the vertex to
sample points on the source. If sample points are distributed
uniformly on the source then the total form-factor is simply
the sum of the form-factors computed for each sample point
i:

(6)
d F A 2-aA 1

Using the reciprocity principle,
dA 1Faa l-A2 = A 2dFa 2-aAi

(8)

This relationship can be generalized by making some approximations. The effect of different orientations of the source
and receiving areas can be approximated by including the
cosines of the angles between the normal at each surface and
the direction between the source and the receiver (figure 5b).
dFA2.dA 1

dA 1

F,~ra 2 = a2 / ( r 2 + a 2 )

dFA 2"aAl = dA 1 / ( 'rrr2 + A 2 )

1 n
= dA 1 - - ~ i
n i=1

COS01iCOS02/
ql"ri2 --t- a 2/trl

(a0)

where

(7)

n = number of sample points on source
~i = 1 ff sample point is visible to vertex, 0 if occluded
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Figure 6.

Comparison of uniform versus jittered sampling
for low number of sample points. Uniform sampiing is shown in the right hand images, jittered in
the left. Rays were shot to four points on the
source, a) View of emitter illuminating plane consisting of 50 by 50 grid of elements, b) Note large
scale noise for jittered sampling on left. Uniform
sampling on right shows aliasing at shadow boundary. c) Result of filtering the vertex radiosities
using a box filter of the nearest vertex neighbors.

This equation has a number of desirable characteristics. The
presence of the area in the denominator prevents the result
from growing without b o u n d for small r. This allows approximate form-factors to b e computed using large delta areas,
and hence, a low number of sample points. Thus, a fast,
approximate radiosity solution can be obtained using a very
small n u m b e r of rays (as few as one ray p e r vertex p e r
source). T h e accuracy of the result increases as the number
of sample points is increased. This can be seen by observing
that as n grows larger the term A 2/n tends towards zero and
each term of the summation approaches the equation for a
form-factor from a differential area to a differential area
(equation 3). Thus, a smooth continuum of results is available
depending on the amount work one is willing to do,
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Figure 7. a) Artifacts due to inadequate sampling of large,
close source. The rece~'ing polygon consists of 30
by 30 elements. T h e source subdivision is shown
on the fight, b) Result of adaptively subdividing
the source. Source subdivision for a typical element vertex (location shown by small circle) is
shown on the right.
According to equation 2, the radiosity of a surface i due to
energy received from a single source j is

BiAi

=

piBiAjFji

(11)

By substituting equation 10 into this equation, the equation
for the radiosity at vertex 1 due to illumination by source 2 is
obtained:
1 n
B 1 = plB2a2-~i

n i=1

cos0 li cos02/

(12)

qTri 2 + A 2In

Note that the differential area in equation 10 has canceled
Out.

A t each step of the progressive solution the contribution
m a d e by iEhe current source to the radiosity of each element
vertex in the environment is computed using equation 12.

Sample Point Distribution
There are a n u m b e r of ways to choose the points on the
source to which rays are shot. The simplest is to generate a
single set of sample points spaced at even intervals on the

~

source. However, the use of a constant, uniform distribution
of sample points on the source can produce form-factor aliasing, which is particularly noticeable at shadow edges. If the
surface mesh is fine enough, for a small number of sample
points overlapping sharp-edged shadows may appear where
only one soft-edged shadow is expected (figure 6).
The problem of aliasing can be addressed in several ways.
Some improvement may b e gained by simply filtering the vertex radiosities using a weighted average of neighboring vertex
radiosities, as shown in figure 6c. However, this can only be
done if the vertex connectivities are known.
One approach to eliminating aliasing is to jitter the location
of the sample points on the source. This converts the aliasing to noise [8][9] and is a powerful antialiasing approach if
the number of samples is high enough. However, stochastic
methods in image synthesis generally take advantage of the
fact that noise at the pixel level is not interpreted by the eye
as structure in the image. In the radiosity method shading is
evaluated at the vertices of a surface mesh in object space,
not at individual pixels. In the image these vertices may be
separated by tens of pixels, with intervening pixels shaded by
interpolation. Statistical irregularities that might be acceptable for neighboring pixels become artifacts at this scale. This
is particularly true when the number of samples is very small.
A n example of this result is shown in figure 6.
In general, obtaining accurate form-factors in difficult cases
requires increasing the sampling rate, that is, the number of
sample points on the source. Since the form-factor from a
source to a vertex is computed independently of all other vertices, the number of sample points used to represent the
source can be varied from vertex to vertex as necessary. One
possibility is to simply recompute the form-factor for a given
vertex-source pair using successively greater numbers of uniformly distributed sample points, until the difference between
the resulting form-factors drops below a certain criterion.
Thus, at vertices lying on shadow boundaries many rays may
b e shot to achieve an accurate form-factor, while vertices
completely inside or outside the shadow will require a much
smaller number. This technique was used for the shading of
the office in figure 10.
When a large number of sample points are required, however, the use of a uniform distribution can be extremely
wasteful. Figure 7 illustrates a particularly difficult case, a
large source very d o s e to the receiving surface. When a uniform distribution of 16 samples is used, the results are dearly
inadequate. Increasing this number will expend unnecessary
effort in shooting rays from each vertex to points that make
little difference. The solution is to subdivide the source
adaptively for each receiving vertex, as shown in figure 7b.
F o r each receiving vertex, the source was initially subdivided
uniformly into 16 delta areas. The form-factors and the
amount of energy received from each delta area were determined by shooting a ray to the center of the area. Each delta
area was then subdivided reeursively until the amount of
energy received fell below a user specified criterion. Note
that when the source is subdivided into unequal areas, the
summation in equation 12 must become the area weighted
average of the form-factors due to each of the delta areas.
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The images in the following results section were all computed
using uniformly spaced sample points. Filtering of the vertex
radiosities was also used where connecthdtty information was
available.
RESULTS
Form factors obtained using ray tracing from a vertex to an
area source are compared to analytical results for several
configurations in figures 8 and 9. The analytical formulas
were obtained from Howell [12]. These results illustrate
several characteristics of point sampling using equation 10.
The results are quite close for a square source. Accuracy
decreases as the source becomes m o r e oblong (figure 8).
The results also become less accurate as the source and vertex move off axis from one another (figure 9). However, since
the magnitude of the form-factors decreases at the same
time, relative error is greatest at angles where incoming
energy will make the smallest contribution. In each case,
increasing the number of sample points brings the approximate result closer to the correct result.
In figure 10 an office scene has been rendered for three successive points in the solution process. T h e image in figure 10a
was generated by an initial step in which direct illumination
due to light sources was computed without shadow testing, an
easy modification to the ray sampling algorithm that provides
a fast initial image. Figure 10b was rendered after nine solution steps and consists of direct illumination by the light
sources with shadow testing. Figure 10c was rendered after
21 solution steps and took 12 minutes on a Hewlett-Packard
9000 Series Model 835 turboSRX workstation (all subsequent
statistics are for this machine). The office model contains 903
polygons, nine area light sources and 22,775 element vertices.
In figure 11 a quadratic spline surface trimmed with several
cubic spline trimming curves is illuminated by an area light
source. The resulting shading is smooth, even though the elements used to approximate the spline surface are small. (The
spline surface is subdivided into 28 by 42 elements.) Such
surfaces would require the use of a very high hemi-cube resolution to avoid aliasing. The scene contains 6086 element vertices. It was computed for 10 steps and took 3 minutes. Five
sample points per source were used.
The use of ray tracing allows the geometry used for shadow
testing to b e different from that used to represent objects for
shading and rendering. F o r example, in figure 12 a lattice
constructed of spheres and cylinders is illuminated by an area
light source. The spheres and cylinders are divided into
polygonal elements for shading and display. However, for
shadow testing during the form-factor computation, the ray
tracer intersects the original, true surface geometries. The
ability to use different geometric representations for shadow
testing and for shading and rendering provides an important
source of efficiency for radiosity, since representing complex
shading can require subdividing surfaces into a very large
number of small elements. By ray tracing against the original
geometries surfaces can b e represented by as many elements
as desired without increasing the cost of each shadow test.
The model consists of 64 spheres and 108 cylinders. The
321
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Figure 8. Variation of accuracy with source geometry. T h e
configuration is shown at upper left. The length of
side b was varied, while the other parameters were
kept constant at a = 1.0 and r ffi 1.0. The distribution of samples on the source for 1, 4 and 16
points is shown at top right.

Figure 9. Variation of accuracy with source-receiver orientation. The source and receiver lie in parallel
planes. Angle 0 was varied, while a and r were
kept constant at 1.0. The distribution of samples
points on the source is shown at top right.

scene contains 33,314 element vertices and was computed for
ten solution steps in 5 minutes. Five sample points per
source were used.

base graphics interface for this type of source. Other nonphysical light sources have been integrated in the same way,
including lights at infinity and unattenuated point lights. The
m o d e l consists of 38 cylinders, 8 toruses and 1906 polygons.
T h e scene contains 28,402 element vertices. The solution was
run for ten steps and took 14 minutes. Five sample points
p e r source were used (except for the point light).

In figure 13 a set of planetary gears is illuminated by an area
light on the ceding and a point spotlight from the left.
Radiosity is generally associated with area light sources.
However, other, non-physical, light sources are a common
feature of emerging graphics standards like P H I G S + . T h e
point spotlight is handled during the solution by tracing a single ray from the vertices to the light for shadow testing. T h e
amount of energy per unit area received at each vertex is
determined using the lighting equation defined by the Star-

(a)
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Figure 14 contains a view looking down the nave of Chartres
cathedral. T h e radiosity solution was performed on only two
bays of the model. The complete nave was then simulated by
copying and translating the shaded bays three m o r e times. All
the curved surfaces in this m o d e l are represented by indepen-

(b)
Figure 10. A n office after a) one, b) nine and c) 21 solution steps.

(c)

~
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dent polygonal facets and are shaded using true surface norreals at the vertices. The original two bays contain 9916
polygons total and 74,806 element vertices. There are 30 light
sources (the stained glass windows were each treated as a
single area light source, with the stained glass added during
rendering). The solution was run for 60 steps and took 59
m/nutes. One sample point p e r source was used. Approximately 1.1 million rays were shot.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Figure 11. A quadratic spline trimmed using cubic spline
curves,

A method of computing form-factors using ray tracing has
been presented. This method is particularly useful in the
context of a progressive radiosity approach, where formfactors are calculated with respect to only one source at each
step of the solution. The use of ray tracing ensures adequate
sampling by allowing illumination to b e computed directly at
the element vertices. By tracing rays from the vertices to uniformly distributed points representing finite delta areas on
the source, smooth shading can be achieved for a very small
number of rays. The independent computation of formfactors at each vertex allows the illumination of each vertex
to be computed as accurately as desired.
Ray tracing is a flexible and powerful point sampling tool
that opens up a number of new directions for radiosity. In
particular, future work should investigate the possibilities provided by the independent computation of each source-tovertex form-factor. F o r example, for a given vertex, shadow
testing could be foregone if the maximum amount of energy
that the vertex could receive from the source was below a
certain level. This would eliminate work that is currently
expended on surfaces that are very far away from a source.
Pursuing this strategy even further, the number of element
vertices on a surface could b e varied depending on the

Figure 12. A lattice constructed of spheres and cylinders.

Figure 13. A set of planetary gears illuminated by a point
spot fight on the left and and an area light on the
ceiling.

Figure 14. The nave of Chartres Cathedral.
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potential amount of energy to be received from the current

source.

The use of ray tracing to determine form-factors in a radiosity approach simplifies the integration of radiosity with standard 3D graphics interfaces. Features common to these interfaces, such as non-physical light sources and facet modeling
of curved surfaces can easily be handled. When fully
integrated with such an interface, the progressive strategy can
be extended so that images rendered at interactive rates using
a hardware shader can then smoothly progress to the realism
provided by the full radiosity solution.
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